World Languages Literatures and Cultures

FREN/French

Ten Week Session

FREN 5200  SEM IN FRENCH
001  (12551)  CRE 3.0  MTWRF  09:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 109  Williams L
Course Topic:  FRANCOPHONE MEDIA & CURR EVENT

FREN 5410  MEDIEVAL LITERATURE
001  (12411)  CRE 3.0  MTWRF  09:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 214  Chaguinian C
Course Topic:  LAUGHTER IN THE MIDDLE AGES

Five Week Session One

FREN 1010  ELEMENTARY FRENCH
001  (7196)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  08:00 am-09:50 am  LANG 209  Morton S
Also meets:  F  08:00 am-09:50 am LANG 114  6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17

FREN 2040  INTERM FRENCH
001  (7198)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 114  Morton S
Also meets:  F  10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 114  6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17

Five Week Session Two

FREN 1020  ELEM FRENCH
001  (6000)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 209  Newton Y

FREN 2050  INTERM FRENCH
001  (5762)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LANG 202  Baldwin D

GERM/German

Five Week Session One

GERM 1010  ELEM GERMAN
001  (3071)  CRE 3.0  MTWRF  09:00 am-10:50 am  LANG 210  Terry C
This class meets from 06/05/2017 to 06/19/2017.
ACCELERATED COURSE. MUST ALSO ENROLL IN GERM 1020.001.
CLASS MEETS FROM 06/05/2017 - 06/19/2017.
Also meets:  MTWR  12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 210  6/ 5/17-6/19/17
Also meets:  F  12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 210  6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
Also meets:  F  09:00 am-10:50 am LANG 210  6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ACCELERATED COURSE MUST ALSO ENROLL IN GERM 1010.001. CLASS MEETS FROM 06/20/2017 - 07/07/2017. Also meets: MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 210 6/20/17-7/7/17
| GERM 2040  | INTERM GERMAN  | Roehrs D       | 3.0     | MTWR   | 09:00 am-10:50 am | LANG 210 | 06/20/17  |
| ACCELERATED COURSE. MUST ALSO ENROLL IN GERM 2050.001 CLASS MEETS FROM 07/10/2017 - 07/25/2017. Also meets: MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 215 7/10/17-7/25/17
| GERM 2050  | INTERM GERMAN  | Renker C       | 3.0     | MTWR   | 09:00 am-10:50 am | LANG 215 | 07/10/17  |
| THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. COURSE WILL BE ABROAD FROM 6/5/2017 - 7/7/2017. QUESTIONS, EMAIL FAULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU
| ITAL 2040  | INTERMEDIATE ITAL | Polegato A | 3.0     | MTWRF  | 09:00 am-12:00 am | ITAL    | 05/15/17  |
| RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. CLASS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS FROM 5/15 TO 6/2 AND WILL BE IN JAPAN FROM 6/4 - 7/3. Also meets: MTRF 09:00 am-12:00 pm LANG 217 5/15/17-6/2/17
| JAPN 2040  | INTERMEDIATE JPN | Takeuchi Y    | 3.0     | MTWRF  | 09:00 am-12:00 am | JAPN    | 05/15/17  |
| RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. CLASS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS FROM 5/15 TO 6/2 AND WILL BE IN JAPAN FROM 6/4 - 7/3. Also meets: MTRF 09:00 am-12:00 pm LANG 217 5/15/17-6/2/17
| JAPN 2050  | INTERMEDIATE JPN | Takeuchi Y    | 3.0     | MTWRF  | 09:00 am-12:00 am | JAPN    | 05/15/17  |
| RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. CLASS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS FROM 5/15 TO 6/2 AND WILL BE IN JAPAN FROM 6/4 - 7/3. Also meets: MTRF 09:00 am-12:00 pm LANG 217 5/15/17-6/2/17
| RUSS 1010  | ELEM RUSSIAN   | Filosofova T   | 3.0     | MTWRF  | 09:00 am-12:00 am | RUSS    | 06/05/17  |
| RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MUST ALSO ENROLL IN RUSS 1020.001. CLASS MEETS FROM 06/05/2017 TO 06/16/2017.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN RUSS 1020.002. CLASS MEETS FROM 6/05/2017 - 6/16/2017.

RUSS 1020 ELEM RUSSIAN
001 (13534) CRE 3.0 MTWRF 09:00 am-04:00 pm LANG 222 Filosofova T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN RUSS 2900.001. CLASS MEETS FROM 06/19/2017 TO 06/30/2017.
002 (13660) CRE 3.0 MTWRF 09:00 am-04:00 pm LANG 216 Filosofova T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MUST ALSO ENROLL IN RUSS 1010.002. CLASS MEETS FROM 6/19/2017 - 06/30/2017

SPAN/Spanish

Three Week Session

SPAN 4980 EXPERIMENTAL COURSE
601 (13512) CRE 3.0 ARGT Muniz M
This class meets from 05/13/2017 to 06/01/2017.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. COURSE WILL BE ABROAD FROM 5/13/2017-6/1/2017.
QUESTIONS: EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

Five Week Session One

SPAN 1020 ELEM SPANISH
001 (3074) CRE 3.0 MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 104 Ashbaugh B
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 104 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17

SPAN 1030 REVIEW ELEMENTARY SPAN
001 (13050) CRE 3.0 MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 202 Church K
Also meets: F 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 202 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
003 (13052) CRE 3.0 MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 202 Norton De Evans
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 202 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17

SPAN 2040 INTERM SPANISH
001 (7201) CRE 3.0 MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 201 Ashbaugh B
Also meets: F 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 201 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
002 (3075) CRE 3.0 MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 113 Estes M
Also meets: F 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 113 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
003 (3076) CRE 3.0 MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 113 Estes M
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 113 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
010 (13368) CRE 3.0 MEXI Beckman P
This class meets from 06/03/2017 to 07/08/2017.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE DURING 5W1 WITH ACCELERATED SPAN 2040/2050.
QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

SPAN 2050 INTERM SPANISH
001 (13053) CRE 3.0 MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 114 Church K
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm LANG 114 6/ 9/17-6/ 9/17
This class meets from 06/03/2017 to 07/08/2017.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE DURING 5W1 WITH ACCELERATED SPAN 2040/2050.
QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

SPAN 3090  ADV SPAN GRAMMAR I
001 (13510) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 302  Martinez C

Also meets: F 10:00 am-11:50 am LANG 302 6/9/17-6/9/17

Five Week Session Two

SPAN 1030  REVIEW ELEMENTARY SPAN
004 (13055) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 201  Sheppard S
005 (13056) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LANG 201  Sheppard S

SPAN 2040  INTERM SPANISH
004 (4679) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 114  Sheppard Y
005 (4680) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LANG 114  Ashbaugh B
006 (13509) CRE 3.0  INET  Carpio Manickam
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

SPAN 2050  INTERM SPANISH
002 (4301) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 113  Muniz M
003 (4302) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 104  Schwab N
004 (7204) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LANG 113  Muniz M
005 (13663) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm  LANG 204  Schwab N

SPAN 3110  INTRO HISPANIC LIT
001 (13511) CRE 3.0  MTWR 10:00 am-11:50 am  LANG 211  Ashbaugh B

Eight Week Session One

SPAN 3060  ADV COMP ORAL PRA
601 (13221) CRE 3.0  CSTA  Yoon J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. COURSE WILL BE ON CAMPUS 5/29/2017 - 6/1/2017 AND ABROAD FROM 6/3/2017 - 7/1/2017. QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

SPAN 3120  ASPECTS CONTEM SP
601 (13231) CRE 3.0  Z-AIPLI  Sheppard S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. COURSE WILL BE ABROAD FROM 5/29/2017 - 6/30/2017. QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

SPAN 3130  TOPICS LATIN AMER CULT
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE. COURSE WILL BE ON CAMPUS FROM 5/29/2017 - 6/1/2017 AND
ABROAD FROM 6/3/2017 - 7/1/2017. QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU